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NORTH EAST INDIA INTERNATIONAL MODEL UNITED NATIONS
NEIMUN STARTS OVER AGAIN TODAY
The Delegates greeted the second day of their Diplomatic journey, in
spite of all they know; against all they know.
Taught and trained on the previous day, the delegates of NEIMUN 2015
were prepared with just the right gear to start the diplomatic
deliberations in order to reach viable solutions. Having divided them
into ﬁve coherent Committees, the much anticipated Chair elections
transpired which reinstated the democracy of the UN. Later, the
committee broke into several informal sessions, and with the help of the
trainers, they debated and lobbied to make practical but powerful
resolutions which will be presented to the plenary on the last day of the
Conference.
While the Delegates negotiated through their differences of opinions,
the members of the Secretariat and the Volunteers drained every bit of
their energy to ensure efﬁcacy in the arrangements of the day for those
due on their respective dais.
As their tongues retired from the language of diplomacy, their feet
demanded some strut and sway. By late in the evening, we saw the red
fabric staged. They danced, we sang and we made some memories
together. But the Trainers created a remarkable event. Miss. Laurabeth
and her frolic jitters made us deﬁnitely wanting for more, “Dil Mange
More'!!
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Disarmament and International Security Committee

T

he committee comMUNced with
astounding statistics like that of
the 50,000 people being killed
annually, courtesy of the illicit trade in
small arms and light weapons. Small
arms like AK-47s and light weapons
like hand held missiles hinder
development, disrupts peace process
and prolongs conicts.
Elections for the position of chair
received overwhelming response from
14 candidates. With a commitment to
give every delegate an equal chance in
the proceedings, the delegate of
Uganda, Tarun Agarwal was made the
chair of DISEC.
The speakers' list was kick-started by
the delegate of Ghana who claimed
that 80% of all illicit trade in small arms
is conducted by the P5 countries. The
delegate of Somalia made a

noteWARthy statement on similar lines,
“US is engaging in illicit arms trade
through its private companies, whose
imports and exports go unnoted.”
Ironically, while the agenda requires
US and Iran to be on edges, they have
become best friends. Having said that,
the pace of the committee was unlike
the speed of the AK47s which was
being discussed on the agenda!
After lunch, it looked like the sun rose
from the west as the committee was
now rejuvenated with new energy,
following which the trainer,Limabenla
Jamir, conclusively noted “The civilian
population is the most affected
because the weapons linger well after
the conict and disrupts peace
processes.”

IP Reporter:
Describe your
committee in
two words.
L i m a b e n :
E x c e l l e n t
speakers

Later in the evening, three blocs
materialized as the MUNtastic
delegates brainstormed for the
resolution-making process. A rather
strange atmosphere engulfed as the
Middle Eastern countries came
together (diploMUNcy, remember?)
with the African Union to draft a
resolution. At the same time, an
experienced delegate from one of the
member states received a few scornful
looks when on a particular instance,
she ipped her hair saying, “I'd know
better,You are ﬁrst timers.” (Ouch!)
The simulation concluded with a vast
range of topics coming to the forefront
like import and export of arms and role
of illicit arms in organized terrorism.
But is it enough? Would they let
diploMUNcy conquer conict, or would
they let weapons take over? That
remains to be seen.

Know your trainer
Limabenla
Jamir

Reporter: In
another 10-15
years, do you
see an end to
the insurgency
problem in the
northeast?
Limaben: Very honestly, that's the dream. But it would
require a lot of effort to really bear fruit. It would require a
number of like-minded visionaries coming together to
curb insurgency in this region.
Reporter: How much would curbing the illicit trade of
arms help in this cause?
Limaben: illicit trade of arms enhances insurgency
because when these insurgents have access to these
arms, they are encouraged to rebel against the
governMUNt and the organizations. So keeping a check
on this trade would contribute to this cause.

Reporter: Vaibhavi Sharma Pathak
Photographer: Tazdaar Hazarika

Reporter: According to you, which is the ideal
committee- one which makes a lot of noise and which
has a lot of ﬁghting, or one which is subtle and
composed?
Limaben: I think we need a balance of both. But in
UN4MUN format, we believe in diplomacy rather than too
much of screaming.
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Economic and Financial Committee

W

hat if I said that every TV
network, movie, blog and
other forms of social media
required the internet which in turn
needs electricity? I'm sure that's
enough words to enlighten the youth
on how important it is to conserve
energy. But educating the youth is not
all, creating awareness universally is a
prerequisite.
The question is, do we still wait for
them to wake up and smell the coffee?
Or do we take matters into our own
hands and come together as global
citizens to make this world a more
liveable place? Of course, we're going
with the latter.

Renewable energy resource
generation being the agenda of the
Economic and Financial Committee,
has a group of such bright individuals,
that it hurts the eye (pun intended). To
the other delegates, If you were to be in
ECOFIN, I bet these delegates would
have left you awestruck. (My sincere
testimony). Every candidate in the
committee has exponential calibre but
a crowd full of potential leaders leaves
more room for argu-MUN-ts and
ﬁghts. So if the committee can
overcome this aw, then they've just hit
a major milestone. They are good.
Okay, I should stop.
After going on a secret interview with
the delegates, I managed to gather

sufﬁce information regarding the
chair. The delegates had really nice
words to say. Sounded like the kind of
words we use to sweet talk our way into
someone's good books. They surely
have inculcated the language of
'Diplomacy'.
And regarding the fab-tastic chairs,
they are on a league of their own,
responsible for elevating the delegates
to a whole new level. We already have
learnt how experienced and friendly
they are, which makes it convenient
for the clueless delegates to approach
them. As the second eventful day
comes to an end, we can only wish
them luck and safely hope that they'll
be successful in making the committee
vibrant and the learning enlivening.

Reporter: Richa Kakati
Photographer: Nihareka Das

Check page 7 to know more about the Secretariat Superheroes...

VIOLINA SHARMA A.K.A. ATLAS OF NEIMUN
Position: Deputy for Communications and
Public Information
Attributes: Complicated (seconded by
another)
Additional powers: Snail mail of NEIMUN
but the sweetest of them all
Specialty: Calm storm

PANGMALU JAMIR A.K.A. ‘CLEAN FREAK’
Position: Head, Model UN Clubs
Attributes: Super attached and affectionate to
NEIMUN; funny, but sometimes drowns it in sarcasm
Additional powers: Hates mess (with a pinch of OCD)
A colleague says: “Scugoii! Only one as awesome as
myself. It can't get better than that. You know who.
*smirk*)
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Social, Humanitarian and Cultural Committee

Feminism vs. Equalism—A Clariﬁcation

“

Feminism is synonymous to
equalism, with a tad bit of
difference.” – Laurabeth
Goldsmith
Feminism receives the most consistent
and vitriolic critique even from one's
own mother; the reason is the constant
reminder that she will not ﬁnd anyone
to marry. It is, in fact, a reaction to the
use of the word 'feminism'. That is a
reason we call it the F word. It makes
people cringe. It brings out emotions,
and ideas that contradict and so on.
Why does our committee insist on
using the word 'feminism', and not
'equalism'?
Because we haven't earned the right to
use that word yet.
The word 'equalist' is a slide into
complacency. Being an 'equalist'

makes you totally inoffensive. Equalists
tend to be afraid of conict and want to
be liked. Men, speciﬁcally, who call
themselves equalists are willfully
ignoring the challenges women STILL
do face, despite years and yards of
progress.
When we talk about equality, in a lot of
cases men already hold the standard
that women are trying to achieve. Pay
gaps? Being afraid of walking down
the road after 9pm? Having the
government have a say in your
reproductive rights?
For all the talk of inclusivity, these are
speciﬁc issues that women face.
Gender stereotyping affects men as
well as women. Men are just as
important in the discourse. But when
we start talking about equality for men,
it often comes to dominate the
conversation, simply because men
dominate the gender equation by

virtue of having a penis, apparently.
This derails any attempts to discuss the
ongoing inequalities faced by women.
Women need space to talk about
what's happening to women today;
women need our own conversation
about issues that are unique to us.
Hence, feminism.
A common misconception claims that
women 'want to take over men'. There
is a massive difference between the
paradigms of subordination and
distinction. And these paradigms need
to be kept in mind when the word is
used.
Some day, we will be able to just trust
people to be sensible human beings
and look out for each other. That is
when the SOCHUM will proudly call
themselves equalists. We don't live in
that world, though. Not yet.

Reporter: Ruchieka Dutt Sohtun
Photographer: Saptarshi Kashyap

Tete-a-tete with the Trainer
Personally, why are you so passionate about the agenda in
hand?
Laurabeth: I believe that every person here has seen or
experienced gender inequality at least once in life. I have
been teaching for many years now. When I was in College,
I got the chance to travel to 17 countries on scholarship. As
I travel, my main goal is to inspire people, especially girls.
I tried to reach out to as many women and girls because it
is important for them to know their rights. When I went to
Japan, the women there experienced serious
discrimination issues. Forget about working outside,
women could not even drive! In Ghana, girls of age 8-9
were married off mainly because of poverty. South
African women were subjected to serious domestic
violence. So you see, as I travelled and came across these
stories, they impacted me to such an extent that I began to
start up programmes with them. I am also very passionate
when it comes to self defence for girls. Something that
touched me the most is the quote from a victim of sexual
harassment. Her name is Leslie and she is studying in
Harvard. She says, “As it turns out, I'm a victim too. You
see, violence to women is not unique. It could happen to
anyone irrespective of their background, religion,
economic status, educational qualiﬁcation and so on.”
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World Conference on Indigenous Peoples

WCIP ELECTION
The trainer, Caroline Bello, had a
really good hold of the committee
during the training session. She was
educational, uent and humorous
while addressing the delegates and
guiding them about the criteria they
had to follow when electing their chair.
“You don't only want a leader but also
someone who would bring everyone
together and pass a good and
effective resolution,” was what she told
the delegates just before the ﬁve
candidates delivered their speech.
The ﬁrst speaker, Shounak Biswas,
who was the Indigenous People's
Representative of Pakistan quoted
Spiderman's uncle to draw the vote
bank on his side (but the plan
backﬁred since the committee seemed
to be aware of how immature his
reference was). The second speaker,
Uddipan Misra (Indigenous People's
Representative of Guatemala) on the
other hand, quoted Alexander the
Great to show how he is eligible
enough to chair the Committee.

Big words and popular quotes were
the com-MUN tricks used by the
candidates to push their way through,
to win the little competition that this
appoint-MUN-t had become. Being
the most experienced candidate out of
the ﬁve, Uddipan Misra was
successfully elected to Chair the
Committee for the coming three days
o f
d i p l o m a c y.

Quotes from the trainer

“
“

Climate change is not always
global warming but global cooling
too.”

Every time the environment is
altered, it has a very acute effect on
the indigenous people because
they are directly dependent upon
natural resources for survival.”

Know your trainer
Reporter: What are your expectations
from the committee after seeing the
response from the delegates during
your training session?
Caroline Bello: All the delegates seem
to be very well researched and so, I
have high expectations from them.
Also, this is a very unique committee
where even the Indigenous people
have a vote and can contribute to the
resolution. So, yeah, I am very excited
about this Committee and I am
looking forward to the participation
from the delegates.

Reporter: Prachi Sharma
Photographer: Harshita Sood

A painful way to diplomacy! Trolling the Secretary-General
MUNs usually involve the barring of delegates from committees. This time, it was the Secretary General's turn. Being barred from a late night
Secretariat meeting, having said by her colleagues, “We will call you when we are done”, she decided to while away some time in the
International Press Team's workroom (which was really not the most pleasant thing for us!)

Nevertheless, fuelled by the IP Team spirit, and with the hope of brewing a spicy story, we instigated her against her colleagues at which she
stormed out of the room…which would have compensated the loss of a scandal…except that the Secretary General in her mad rush to give her
colleagues a hearing, accidentally swung the wrong side of the glass door and almost walked through it. The impact on the door was so strong
that it almost flung her off!

So delegates! Look for a red bump on her forehead today!
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UN General Assembly Special Session on World Drug Problem
SPECIAL SESSION'S SUBTLE STRIVE
A Bird eye's view
The kind of discussions which took
place before the ﬁrst tea break- the
names of the drugs, types and
properties, and the biggest question of
them all, “is marijuana legal?'- are the
kindwhich either took place only within
the dark dungeons of maﬁa
strongholds or government committees
kept secret working to quash the
rackets. Long discussionson topics such
as these, which were
actually a taboo until the
late 1900s, by young
diplomats striving to
ﬁnd a solution, is almost
a reassurance that this
pandemic like parasite
which accompanied
globalization (as was
suggested by the
delegates of Ghana)
can indeed be cured.
Different points of view
were brought to attention by the
delegates which went from seeing drug
abuse as a symptom to national and
international problems to seeing it as a
factor causing the national and
international strain. Challenging
questions such as the 'future of
Afghanistan', where a considerable
number of youth depends on income
from trafﬁcking drugs, after the
“pandemic” is actually resolved were
put forward in the assembly. The
medical, geopolitical, social and
economic aspects of the Agenda were
also put to question.

Witnesses to Democracy
“Delegates of UNGASS, your Chair as
elected by you, is the Delegate of India”
proclaimed Mr. El Kazaz, when the
most important election in the
committee had concluded. The
Delegate of India won by a
considerable margin out-voting seven
of her peers in order to assume ofﬁce.
However, the all the Chair-elects were
commendable in their efforts to earn

their votes. Unlike in most election, the
candidates in UNGASS chose to stick to
emphasizing on their virtues and
abilities rather than making false
promises to their peers. The
disappointment of the permanent ﬁve
nations did not escape the notice of the
International Press when they were
reminded of the ineligibility to run for
the post.

Reporter: Kahaan Mehta
Photographer: Nirupom Saikia

The Hook, Point, Action Approach
The arrival of the Chair accompanied
by her quiet sneak of the chocolates
and a welcome speech kicked off the
committee with a pleasant start. The
speakers' list, which invited all the
member states present in the
committee to address all essential
contents to draft a report like
document which addresses the
problem of drug trafﬁcking and usage.
The Statistical data placed before the
committee in terms of drug userthe
drugs can be best adjectiﬁed as
'appalling'. The 'Hook, Point, Action
Approach' seemed to seep in very well
with the delegates so much so that the
speeches involved quotes from Bob
Marley to Russell Brand. They also
focused the attention on the legislative
systems and laws and order. They
further went on to suggesting national
policies which could be adopted
universally to provide a panacea for the
malady of substance abuse.

Quotable Conversation:
Peru: Maybe we can have a policeforce or something to prevent drug
trafﬁckers.
Mexico: No, but that might lead to
violence.
Peru: “Kobattu violence lagibo”
(meaning: There has to be violence
somewhere)

BEFORE NEIMUN

DURING NEIMUN

This is what NEIMUN does to you!

N E I M U N
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AOLEMLA IMSONG A.K.A. ‘THE BOSS’
but in a good way

Position: Secretary-General
Attributes: as cute as a baby panda but can be a
crouching tiger too.
Additional powers: Tiny, chirpy, funny, hard-worker
(so much so that she was dubbed the sparrow of
NEIMUN)
Specialty: ‘The Dracula Laugh’; has the most awkward
timings with laughs

IMLIJUNGLA LEMTUR A.K.A. ‘THE LIFE SAVER’ /
‘HITLER’S COUSIN’
Position: USG for Communication & Public Information
Attributes: fun loving; annoying sometimes but in a
good kind of way
Additional powers: Energetic, alive, weird
(occasionally)
Specialty: needs a little bit of wine for inspiration
A colleague says: The World Bank and the World
Trade Organization–-watch out! This damsel is coming...

NAYANI SHARMA A.K.A. ‘MAN IN DISGUISE’
Position: Deputy for Conference Management
Attributes: Faster than a Guwahati auto, efﬁcient, and
talks really fast
Additional powers: Very cool but alert too
Specialty: Piss her off and you better run faster than
Usain Bolt.
A colleague says: “Have you ever seen Nayani
wearing a skirt? Demand her to wear immediately.”

NABIHA TASNIM A.K.A. ‘MOMMY OF NEIMUN’
Position: Deputy for Communication and Public
Information
Attributes: Responsible; gets a lot of things done
Additional powers: Busy as a bee
Specialty: Makes everything look effortless
A colleague says: “Tired of talking? Need someone to
replace you? Nabiha is always available.”

S U P E R H E R O E S

TUBIN NABAM A.K.A. ‘ANGRY YOUNG MAN
OF NEIMUN)
Position: USG for Social and Political Affairs
Attributes: Forever angry eyes yet can be one of the
sweetest guys ever (only if you manage to get a
sentence out of him).
Additional powers: Workaholic (very good for
NEIMUN but apparently not good for himself)
Specialty: Imagine him with the “Yaara oh yaara….dil
toh hamara” dance to get the essence out of him.
A colleague says: “Just look at him--have you ever
seen a more joyful person than him? No!!!”

IMLIMENLA LONGCHAR A.K.A.
‘THE GODMOTHER OF NEIMUN’
Position: Deputy for Communication and Information
Attributes: Top notch organizational skills; irresistible
charm
Additional powers: Ofﬁcial warden of Social Forum
Specialty: Her Kashmiri apple-like face, panic-attacks

ADITYA SHARMA A.K.A. ‘CHHOTA BHEEM’
Position: USG for General Assembly Affairs and
Conference Management
Attributes: Tries immensely to be funny, which, by the
way, is appreciated
Additional powers: Arnab Goswami of NEIMUN
Specialty: Whatever he says is always supported by
the fact that he is from Scindia; He is a rocket gone
wrong when he panics.
A colleague says: “Maybe he needs to attend more
MUNs to work on his diplomatic skills.”

FILZAH BELAL A.K.A. SLEEPWALKER
Position: Deputy for Social and Political Affairs
Attributes: Friendly, efﬁcient
Additional powers: She is the brand ambassador of
NEIMUN for National Law University
Specialty: Has a nice laptop wallpaper; she can give
quite the pose
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ssociation with one's culture forms the very base of one's identity. Having played host to a diverse crowd of enthusiastic
diplomats for the last two sessions, NEIMUN took upon itself the task of staging an extravagant evening by the conclusion
of which “Unity in Diversity” had a whole new deﬁnition.

The generic concept of musicians being able to attract and impress “them” occupied most of the evening and thus managed to
keep the delegates on their feet while delivering the desired message to “them” very skillfully. It is a fact beyond doubt now, that a
few “thumkas” are equally helpful in the above process as was proven by the guys who danced on songs from “pehela nasha” to
“chitiya kaliyan”. Excitement knows bounds when one sees one's trainers making moves which we never knew they had under
their sleeves. The fact that the dinner was delayed by half an hour, and would have been so even more had the Secretariat and
the volunteers not intervened, is testimony to the success of the evening.

Did you notice?
* Ibrahim danced his way out on the stage but thank heavens! he didn’t have to use his extra pair of
pants today!
* Caroline removed her shoes on stage while dancing... perhaps she wanted to preserve her shoes this
time???
* In addition to being a traveller and an awesome trainer, Laurabeth has quite some moves on her
hips... and hips really do not lie.
* As for Julie, there were no birds swarming around to scare her off. Thank her stars...
* Limabenla finally rediscovered her rock-band dance moves... along with a flair for advertising NEIMUN
wherever she goes (remember her NEIMUN T-shirt advertisement? *wink*)
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